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Dear readers,
Aristotle once said that we cannot direct the
wind, but we can trim the sails.
At OTTO JUNKER, much effort has been dedicated to our group‘s strategic, organizational
and personal realignment in recent months.
Today’s fast-paced markets and constantly changing world call for continuous improvement and
adaptation.
In pursuing the successful implementation of our
strategy, we place our focus on performance and
customer orientation. In cooperation with the
management team, we will drive the implementation of our strategic repositioning and of the
efficiency improvements envisaged for the OTTO
JUNKER Group.
Through an intensified cooperation with our
subsidiaries, we intend to keep expanding our
international capabilities to enable an even faster
response to future customer needs. In addition
to classic after-sale offerings such a repair,
servicing and maintenance, our aim is to market the technical expertise of our research and
development department and to engage in an
in-depth discussion of potential projects with you.
And needless to say, apart from announcing organizational changes, we would like to inform
you, as always, on current subjects from our diverse fields of activity.
We hope you will enjoy reading this newsletter
and wish you a great start into the new year.
Yours sincerely,

Bernward Reif

NEWS

Bernward Reif
New Chairman of the
Managing Board (CEO)
of OTTO JUNKER GmbH

Dipl.-Ing. Bernward Reif

>> Personal details
We are delighted to announce that Mr.
Bernward Reif has agreed to join us as
Chairman of the Managing Board (CEO)
of OTTO JUNKER GmbH, starting on
1 November 2017.
Born in Schwalmstadt/Hessen, Mr. Reif
now resides at Düsseldorf with his wife. He
has three grown-up children.
After graduating from the Technical University of Darmstadt with a diploma degree in
electrical engineering (Dipl.-Ing.), Bernward
Reif started his career in the metal industry
as a development and project engineer at
ABB Antriebstechnik GmbH before moving
on to other duties with ABB Industrietechnik
AG and ABB Automation Systems in Mannheim.
In 2006 he joined SMS Siemag and ultimately SMS Group GmbH of Düsseldorf/
Hilchenbach as a member of the divisional
management team.

He has gained extensive international
experience in sales, project management,
development of new business fields, strategic planning and corporate governance
and possesses in-depth market, industry
and product knowledge.
Thus, he is perfectly equipped for his new
responsibilities and the task of guiding our
company through the imminent change
process.
„I am looking forward to this new professional challenge. The OTTO JUNKER
Group has every potential for successful
business development.
Together with the management and staff, I
will strive to implement the company‘s defined targets“,
Bernward Reif commented upon his appointment as Chairman of the Managing
Board.
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Strategic realignment:

Strengthening of the core business & expansion
of our services
Our production of equipment for foundries
and semifinished product manufacturers is to
be further optimized in the future.

With this objective in mind, our business units and
responsibilities have been restructured.

Our new management team:

Bernward Reif

Atilla Somuncu

Chairman of the
Managing Board (CEO)

Member of the
Managing Board (COO)

Division Manager
Sales & Marketing
Foundry Plants

Horst-L. Naas

Walter Gombert

Klemens Peters

Thomas Voss

Division Manager
Foundry Equipment Design

Division Manager
Thermoprocessing
Equipment Design

Raimund Steinbeck

Dr. Günter Valder

Stefan Knof

Head of
Spare Parts Department

Chief
Technology Officer

Division Manager
Logistics

Klaus Schmitz

Division Manager
Sales & Marketing
Thermoprocessing Plants

Jörg Paradies

Rudolf Schwarz
Head of
Project Management

Paul Klinkhammer

Division Manager
Software and
Commissioning

Division Manager
Installation Department

Head of
Service Department
Europe & RoW

Michael Reuters

Marion Jacob

Division Manager
Manufacturing of
Foundry Plants

Division Manager
Finance & Controlling

The new management organisation enables us to address customer needs even more directly and effectively in an equipment manufacturing and service context.
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Your challenge – our solution:

Research and development at OTTO JUNKER
Apart from classic equipment service, OTTO JUNKER GmbH also offers
research and development support.
Typical challenges we address every day, both in foundry engineering and heat
treatment, are the following:





How can the productivity of a given plant be increased?
Which steps are available to reduce energy demand?
What should be done to boost process reliability?
How can new processes and methods be experimentally investigated on a
laboratory and production scale?

Moreover, we have access
to the extensive analytical
resources of these academic
establishments.

In assisting our customers we rely on the expertise of specialized, competent
engineers, many of whom bring decades-long experience to their task. Needless to say, we will protect you – and the benefits you gain – through appropriate
non-disclosure agreements.
Preferably we investigate such challenges at your site. Thanks to our own Tech
Center, we can answer both general questions regarding the feasibility of investment projects and detailed technical issues, e.g.
How fast can a semifinished product be heated?
Which cooling gradients can be achieved?
What level of uniformity can be achieved in these process steps?
What physical properties will your semifinished product exhibit after the
heat treatment?
 Which melting system and process technology is best suited for the
production of complex alloys?
 How can pyrometallurgical recycling methods be tested on a production
scale?
 Which are the best industrial foundry automation processes for a given
objective?





Tapping of our experimental
melting furnace
(1700 kg / 600 kW / 30 – 200 Hz)

To answer these and other questions, we possess a range of diverse melting,
pouring, heating and cooling systems at our Lammersdorf works. Each of these
systems can be adapted to your specific requirements if and as required.
It is an important benefit that these are production-scale installations, so any
results obtained can be extrapolated to larger plants with minimum risk. When
it comes to the scientific fundamentals of metallurgical, foundry or process
engineering, we can gladly put you in touch with the Technical University of
Aachen (RWTH) or the Aachen University of Applied Sciences (FH Aachen).

The results will be presented
to you in the form of a
substantiated report or as a
complete tailor-made solution
extending from the initial query
to full practical implementation.
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PUMA Pro

fully automatic ladle pouring machine is a success
at Italian foundry Fonderie Palmieri

Robot component

Transmission housing
60 kg

A contract foundry with a successful
history of serving Italian and European markets for more than 40 years,
Fonderie Palmieri S.p.A is on record
for its wide range of casting materials and flexible casting programme.
Sophisticated products are made to
ultra-exacting quality standards here,
using materials as diverse as, e.g.,
grey cast iron, spheroidal graphite iron,
SiMo, austempered ductile iron (ADI),
wear-resistant chromium and chromium-nickel (Ni-Hard) cast iron, and
austenitic flake and spheroidal graphite
alloys (Ni-Resist). The schedule comprises castings from 5 to 250 kg in
batch sizes of 10 to 800 moulds.
The existing medium-frequency melting
furnace system built by OTTO JUNKER
(a 5-tonne Duomelt installation with an
electrical rating of 3,600 kW) delivers both
the necessary flexibility and precise control
of the melt composition for this operation.
With a throughput of 6 t/h, it ensures a stable supply of molten iron to the moulding
line. Its performance is matched by the
modern Savelli moulding system with flask
dimensions of 900 x 750 x 350/350 and an
output of 90 moulds/hour, which ensures
loss-free production changes.

A solution for a redesigned pouring process was developed by experts from
Fonderie Palmieri and OTTO JUNKER/
INDUGA acting in close cooperation.
It was obvious that an induction heated
pouring furnace would not be able to
meet the high demands imposed by rapid
material changes. On the other hand, it
was necessary to automate the pouring
process – and especially the molten iron
metering function – for reasons of quality assurance, notwithstanding the very
small batch sizes and associated frequent
changes to the moulding line.
The decision fell on a PUMA Pro 1500
fully automatic ladle pouring machine, a
newly optimized design developed by
INDUGA und SMB Swisspour, which provides a perfect solution to the challenges
described above.

It was only logical, therefore, that an adequate solution had to be found for the pouring system as well. The manual pouring
process formerly employed had been characterized by an elevated rejects rate and
an inadequate melt metering accuracy.
Partial view of INDUGA PUMA Pro
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PUMA Pro 1500 ladle pouring machine in operation at Italian foundry Fonderie Palmieri

This enhanced version of the PUMA Pro ladle pouring
system, and especially of its pouring process controller,
is characterized by the following features:
 maximum mould filling accuracy, achieved via a precise
weighing system in conjunction with pour cup melt level
monitoring based on an analysis of images from two
cameras
 minimization of iron spillage through bidirectional control
of the pouring stream in the pour cup
 pouring spout design and ladle geometry promoting the
formation of a laminar pouring stream
 low temperature loss (approx. 3 °C/min) in the ladle
through optimized ladle geometry
 full documentation of all quality-relevant parameters of
the pouring process
 data link with ERP system
 integration of all automation components into INDUGA‘s
online service support

The pouring machine is available in two
sizes having a capacity of 1600 or 3200
kg (iron), respectively. At Fonderie Palmieri, the smaller of these sizes was installed.
Following delivery of the PUMA Pro 1500
ladle pouring machine in late 2016, commissioning took place in January 2017.
Since then, the system has been in continuous production service and has fully
achieved the specified targets.
Thus, rejects are down by more than 8 %,
iron returns and spillage are diminished
as well, and casting quality has improved.
The stable, repeatable process management and effective process data analysis
provide a good basis for an optimization
of the melting and pouring cycle and upcoming further improvements on the journey towards Industry 4.0.
Dipl.-Ing. Thomas Voss|Division Manager
Sales & Marketing Foundry Plants
Phone +49 2473 601 752
Email vt@otto-junker.de
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Vacuum melting furnace
for TU Freiberg

The 27th Ledebur Colloquium, which again drew approx. 300 participants to Freiberg,
started out with a very special event – the first pouring of the new coreless inductiontype vacuum melting furnace supplied by OTTO JUNKER that took place in the
presence of the Rector, Chancellor and Prorector of TU Bergakademie Freiberg and
numerous convention guests.

First pouring with the new vacuum-type coreless induction furnace melting system.
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The new melting system, funded by the Land of Saxony and Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG),
enables the production of high-grade steel and cast
iron melts of 100 to 300 kg.
The ability to melt under vacuum if and as required
allows engineers to produce low-gas, low-oxide
melts to within narrow tolerance limits.
Vacuum treatment ensures optimum degassing and
deoxidation of the melt. Alloying elements with a
high affinity for oxygen can be added with melting
losses at a minimum.

The high versatility of this melting system is important to the realization of teaching and research projects at the Foundry Institute. A major research focus
to be pursued with the aid of this furnace equipment
lies in the development of high-temperature materials and the associated pouring methods.

The detailed specifications and equipment
features are as follows:

 Type MFTGe 300 kg / 150 kW / 100/500 Hz VAC
 Frequency converter based on IGBT technology
 JUNKER furnace control system JOKS 4.0 with
touchscreen

Moreover, the furnace is designed to serve low-pressure die casting applications as well. With given
alloys, it is thus possible to combine the particularly high melt purity obtained under vacuum with
the low-turbulence die filling performance typical of
low-pressure casting, thus producing castings of unsurpassed quality. In addition, a frequency changing
feature provides control of the bath movement independently of heat input.

 Weighing system
 OCP - Optical Coil Protection system
 Crucible ejector
 Vacuum pump set and vacuum hood
 System for temperature measurement under

And finally, thanks to its crucible monitoring system,
the furnace ensures a high level of safety against
melt break-through.

As part of a large-scale project undertaken with an
industrial partner, a second furnace of identical design is to be supplied in the near future.

vacuum

 Provision of a second pressure-tight furnace lid
for pressurized furnace operation

However, this unit will be built for pressurized operation only and is intended to serve in diverse variants
of low-pressure die casting. The furnace is key to the
success of this large-scale project because alloy development is no longer conceivable without adaptable pouring technology today.

OTTO JUNKER OCP crucible monitoring system
(Optical Coil Protection)
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Dipl.-Ing. Thomas Voss
Division Manager
Sales & Marketing Foundry Plants
Phone +49 2473 601 752
Email vt@otto-junker.de
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The strip flotation furnace -

new technology for a growing market
2028

2023

2015
Aluminium demand for automotive
manufacturing remains on the increase.

The market research
institute Ducker Worldwide
projects growth for heat
treated aluminium sheet
metal to rise by a factor of
4 until the year 2028 [2].

Europe, Japan, China and the
U.S.A. are targeting significant
cuts in CO2 emissions from motor
vehicles.
This challenge can be addressed
via a combination of drivetrain efficiency improvements, enhanced
vehicle aerodynamics, and a reduction in vehicle weight [1].
This weight saving drive is the
rationale behind the growing use of
aluminium sheet metal as a substitute for steel in auto bodywork.
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In line with market growth, OTTO JUNKER
has been focusing a major part of its R & D
activities on strip flotation furnaces with attached quench since as far back as 2010.
The new generation of strip processing line
is the result of innovative thinking combined
with established technologies.
Two heat treatment lines of this type have
by now arrived in North America. While the
second of these plants is in the last stages
of commissioning, the first one is already in
production service. Its new furnace nozzle
array system is fully proving its merits in the
classical disciplines of automatic centering,
heat transfer uniformity, and strip stabilization by the sine-wave effect. It was also possible to reduce the requisite furnace length
by 20 % compared to competitor designs
thanks to the high heat transfer coefficient
achieved at the furnace chamber temperature of 600 °C.

LIGHT METAL

Concurrently with this improved furnace design, OTTO
JUNKER has launched a new cooling technology.
The cooling section consists of distinct components
(hard quench, mist quench and air cooling zone)
that can be activated either individually or jointly.
6xxx series sheet aluminium is commonly cooled
by mist quenching. This method provides the correct balance between achieving the metallurgically
critical cooling rate and compliance with deformation limits. The “partial air-cooling” system presented earlier in OTTO JUNKER News 26 contributes
to this objective.

With the successful production launch, OTTO JUNKER has marked its position in the fast-growing
market for aluminium sheet metal. Further purchase
orders are already coming in.
B. Eng., MBA Tobias Mertens
Process Engineer Thermoprocessing Plants
Phone +49 2473 601 167
Email meto@otto-junker.de

In process engineering terms, the furnace-to-quench
transition area requires special attention because
of the diverse requirements that collide here. The
process steps of heating and cooling must be separated by a sharp dividing line that does not allow
any undesirable “pre-cooling” to occur. At the same
time, the strip geometry must be converted from its
in-furnace sine shape to the crossbow that is advantageous from the perspective of the cooling process
in the quench. The term “crossbow” refers to a curvilinear cross-section of the strip, with strip edges
pointing downwards – a shape that facilitates the
run-off of quench water toward the sides.
This task is performed by the “crossbow nozzle”
designed by OTTO JUNKER. It produces the
necessary pressure profile on the top and bottom
sides of the strip. The pressure profile and hence,
the degree of crossbow obtained can be selectively
controlled via the rotational speed (r.p.m.) of the
connected fans.
The overall process of solution annealing and
quenching that takes place in a strip flotation furnace
is a function of numerous parameters. These can
only be controlled with the aid of a computer. The
mathematical process model translates the plant
operator’s thermodynamic recipes into immediate
equipment variables such as, e.g., fan or pump
speeds.

While the second of these plants is in the last
stages of commissioning, the first one is already in
production service.
Ducker Worldwide:
[1] Light Vehicle Metallic Material Market Analyses & Forecast, 2014
[2] Aluminum Content in North American Light Vehicles 2016 to 2028, 2017
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OTTO JUNKER Academy
Seminars 2018

Progress through knowledge
The OTTO JUNKER Academy also offers seminars in
the following categories in 2018:
g FOUNDRY PLANTS -

melting and pouring equipment and
g THERMOPROCESSING PLANTS -

heat treatment equipment.
The courses are made up of separate modules which
can be combined into an individualized training
program. We will gladly provide recommendations
regarding the allocation of the respective modules to
staff members from the diverse disciplines such as
investment planning, maintenance and repairs as well
as operation.
All events are organized and carried out by OTTO
JUNKER GmbH. The trainers are experienced
experts from within our organization. Instructors from
specific practical fields or from the academic sector
may be called in as the need arises.

OTTO JUNKER GmbH
Jaegerhausstr. 22
52152 Simmerath
Germany

Seminars 2018
Date

Seminar

Language

23 - 25 April

Foundry Plants

German

24 - 25 April

Thermoprocessing Plants German

08 - 10 October

Foundry Plants

09 - 10 October

Thermoprocessing Plants English

English

More up-to-date information and dates will be
announced at www.otto-junker.de
For further queries please contact Ms. Manthei,
phone number: +49 2473 601 233

Phone: +49 2473 601 0 l Fax: +49 2473 601 600
Email: info@otto-junker.de

WWW.OTTO-JUNKER.DE

